Tutoring Plus opens yeart

Purcsh Plus of Cambridge will open an orientation meeting Saturday in the Student Center.

Begin three years ago by several MIT students, the program has grown into a joint venture of several agencies, colleges, and local parent groups, as evidenced by the diverse backgrounds of the principal speakers. Dean Nelson began the session by going over the program's history for the multi-collegiate audience.

In the details of Tutoring Plus' present and projected directions were Miss Elsa Buss, Agent of Cambridge Community Services, Gertrude Quick, an active local parent, Mr. David Hook, manager of the Cambridge High School, and Mrs. Dorothy Westerman followed with some practical advice on tutoring. Mark Vaughan, MIT graduate student and project chairman, closed with an explanation of how tutors sit into the governmental structure of the program.

The rest of the program served the people of the region immediately behind MIT, known as Area 4 to the original founders, and with its expanding scope, Tutoring Plus will be needing MIT students for other endeavors, such as vocational classes and group programs. Soon to "hit the road" of those involved, the Social Service Committee at x-3054.

James Brown to appear at JP

James Brown and the Famous Flames, noted rock artists, will highlight Junior Prom Weekend of 1966, it was announced last week. Scott Davis, Junior Class President, also announced the presence of "The Fantastics," David Copperfield, and "Bob & Mike" until Saturday afternoon. The performance, featuring the original New York cast, will be identical with the show that has sold out six months in advance for the past seven years.

Friday night

Friday night of the weekend will contain a formal dance and a discotheque in the Stratton Student Center. "Ted Herbert's Orchestra and "The Cloud" will provide entertainment.

The Tech

Academic year 1965-66

Registrar report profiles MIT students, faculty

By Geoff Russell

In his recently-remarked report, Registrar Warren Wells published a detailed profile of MIT for the academic year 1965-66. Included in this report are student and staff distributions among the schools and departments, geographic origins, number and distribution of degrees in the last year.

Geographic distribution

Last year there were 7,338 students registered at MIT, 1,753 undergraduates and 5,585 graduate students. They represented all fifty states, the Panama Canal Zone, Puerto Rico, and seventy-two foreign countries. Also listed were 39 undergraduates who had no citizenship in any country.

New York had the most undergraduates, with 885, while Massachusetts led in graduates with 1,225. Nevada provided the least degrees, with 689, while Massachusetts led in graduates with 1,222.

Academic staff

The academic staff at MIT is composed of the administrative and teaching staff, with the rest engaged in administration and teaching.

The School of Engineering was the largest, with 1,211 staff members, followed by the School of Science, with 972 members, followed by the School of Humanities, with 770 members. The School of Management (161), and the School of Architecture and Planning (69) were the smallest departments. The rest of the academic faculty is distributed among the Computing Center staff, and other miscellaneous groups.

The largest department in the Institute was the Department of Electrical Engineering, with 319 employees. Next in size were the Departments of Physics (250), Chemistry (227), and Mechanical Engineering (219). The smallest department was the Department of Psychology, with 25 members.

Student distribution

The largest student major, with 1,398 graduates and undergraduates registered for the academic year, was Electrical Engineering. With 919, and Civil Engineering was third. Mathematics, with 903, and Mechanical was fourth, with 894, and Chemistry, with twenty-one graduates, and nine undergraduates.

Degree records

Since 1868 MIT has awarded 50,772 degrees, with 22,191 being the most popular major, with 1,323 graduates and undergraduates registered for the academic year, followed by 694 graduates and undergraduates.

Graduate members, with 22,511 degrees, and 138. The largest department was Mathematics, with 903, and Mechanical was fourth, with 894, and Chemistry, with twenty-one graduates, and nine undergraduates.

Posters design seminar to be offered students

All students will have an opportunity this year to attend a three-session design seminar.

The seminar will be conducted by three artists, Caroline Cafferty, Alice Kunik, and Edith Winkler, who design and execute the graphic material produced for the MIT Office of Publications.

The seminar will meet in the Science Center Art Studio, room 405. The first meeting is scheduled for Monday at 7:30. There will be a registration fee of $2 for the series; students may register with Miss Litt in the Studio.
I tourney I recently awarded a grant from Occ selections from two of her books, I-MO MO 1. raarnwrsiwslrarsairamens age, without obligation. guarnient. We will gladly age 35. These payments for five years, (288) 8.50. These large size Brush-stroke prints for lss an $1 year because of the required contestans is down from last with 59 entries. The number of with 59 entries. The number of edition begins first round elimination this Saturday from 9 am until noon and Sunday from 1-3 with 30 entries. The number of contestants is down from last year because of the required entry deposit. The competition promises to be very good, and the public is invited to attend the matches. Pairings for the tournament are posted in the Game Room.

5-Year Renewable Term Savings Bank Life Insurance

$25,000 for less than $75 a year
$20,000 for less than $40 a year
$15,000 for less than $25 a year
$10,000 for less than $15 a year
$5,000 for less than $15 a year

These are the average annual net payments for five years, based on current dividend rates, if you buy while under age 35. Dividends are not guaranteed. We will gladly quote premium rates for your age, without obligation.
Techmen to visit Africa

By Sue Dovas

Through Cross Roads Africa

Techmen to visit Africa

MTI dormitory council presents Dizzy Gillespie quintet

DIZZY'S COMING

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21, 9:00 P.M. — KRESGE

Tickets Available in Building 10 Lobby 9 A.M. - 5 P.M.

How to tell if you're an Ale Man

You'd rather play football than watch.

You don't let a little thing like cold weather interfere with your surfing. You wear a wet suit and go, go, go.

You still think James Bond books are better than James Bond movies.

"Your friends think that four-on-the-floor is a five-speed box."

You don't have to read an ad like this to find out if you're an Ale Man. You know you're an Ale Man because you graduated from beer ages ago. But you're still explaining to your friends how Ballantine Ale is light like beer but packs a lot more taste. You wish they'd discover the clean, dry, tangy taste of Ballantine Ale for themselves—and let you do the things an Ale Man likes to do.

Dedicated to Ale Men everywhere. May their numbers increase.

P. Ballantine & Sons, Newark, N.J.
Letters to The Tech

To The Editor
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George Bernard Shaw be damned!

Youth isn't wasted on the young. And the young don't waste their time at Celanese.

Our top people are never old-fashioned about any new idea, whether it comes from middle management or from our youngest college grad. We have a master plan and the vitality to make it work. Marketing is way-out and aeroed right in. Finance knows that we have better things to do with our money than let it grow barnacles...shelled out $465 million in capital expenditures and zeroed right in. Finance knows that we have better things to do with our money than let it grow barnacles...

Third, and most important, the double gave declarer extra information about the hand and enabled him to make the hand by playing it differently than he would have played it otherwise. Thus, the double cost well over 100 points.

Doubles of slam and game contracts should be made only when the contract is likely to go down more than one trick. Such doubles should be avoided when the double is likely to aid declarer in playing the contract.

There is one convention, called Lightneer doubles, which applies to doubles of slam contracts. A double of a slam contract by opening leader's partner calls for an unusual lead, often dummy's or declarer's first-bid side suit. These doubles are made, not to pick up an extra hundred points, but to defeat a slam that would make against a normal opening lead.

 MEPs most popular to MIT students

(In continuation from page 1)

60,333 degrees to its students. This includes 36,316 Bachelors of Science, 16,278 Masters of Science, 2,927 PhDs, 1,921 Doctors of Science, and 1,272 Advanced Engineering degrees.

IN KRESGE CONCERT FRIDAY, OCT. 28

Josh White

Tickets now on sale in lobby of Building 10. Only $2 for reserved seats.

THE PETER, PAUL & MARY ALBUM

W 1648 / WS 1648
Announcing JP '66

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 11

TED HERBERT'S ORCHESTRA and 'THE CLOUD'
in the Stratton Student Center

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 12

'THE FANTASTICKS'
in the Back Bay Theatre

4 P.M. THE JAMES BROWN SHOW
in the DuPont Athletic Center Gymnasium

9 P.M. ROCK 'N ROLL BLAST FEATURING
THE WILD ONES and THE NEXT OF KIN
in the DuPont Athletic Center Gymnasium

movies...

'Alvarez Kelly'—for true western fans

If you have any taste for westerns at all, you should have little trouble enjoying yourself; it just takes a little effort. Kelly has been hired by the Union Army to supply it with cattle near Rich-
mond, as he knows. The wiles of a southern belle and of Confederate officer Tom Rossette (Rich-
dard Widmark) somehow get Kelly on the Confederate side, plotting to steal the cattle from the Army
of the Potomac, and bring them into the city of Richmond itself.

Rental pilot

The plot is told, and it moves along pretty well, with just the right amount of complication, and a tiny dash of femininity, quite simply displayed. A good part of the complica-
tion comes from the Union officer who originally hired Kelly, Major Stegman, played by Patrick Neale who gives by far the best performance of the mo-

Bass MONOGRAMS

The luscious deep red. Ounces lighter, doubly flexible. The Monogram® plate on the instep is our mark of quality—your mark of distinction.

G. H. BASS & CO., 159 Main Street, Wilton, Maine
Auditions for plays held in Little Theatre

Auditions for the next set of one-act plays will be held Monday at 9:30 pm. The auditions will take place in the Reeves Little Theatre.

The two plays are "The Servants of the People" by Lawrence Ferlinghetti and "The Don Juan in Fall" from "Man and Superman" by George Bernard Shaw. Opening night for the performance is November 4.

---

HEALTHY MALE COLLEGE STUDENTS

Wanted as paid participants ($20 each) in research concerned with factors influencing onset of illness.

To qualify, students must not have had any allergies, and while the past year must have been free of any infections, colds, sore throats, etc., which required medication.

To volunteer or obtain further information, call Dr. Jacobs at the B.U. Medical Center, 262-1400, extension 692, weekdays, 9-5.

---
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Wanted as paid participants ($20 each) in research concerned with factors influencing onset of illness.

To qualify, students must not have had any allergies, and while the past year must have been free of any infections, colds, sore throats, etc., which required medication.

To volunteer or obtain further information, call Dr. Jacobs at the B.U. Medical Center, 262-1400, extension 692, weekdays, 9-5.
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WOTSA BLITZ?

People can be very different in our blasted section. The way a person responds helps us to match him with people who observe the same style of life. There are no right or wrong answers or a comparison of lyrics. The published lyrics are those as written by Berry, a type of folk song by a historically tenured performer.

Comparisons of lyrics

It is interesting to the listener to Berry's simple or album cut, but all notice that Berry's words are there, while the accepted words are strained to their point of not being there. For example, it is "Never think now I'd spank it in your face" rather than "Never now I'd spank it in your face"; "Every night at ten I lay her again." This is not to say that the Kimmings and many other groups do not sing dirty words at dances, for they do, but the foremost recording of the song can pass any test. Luco. Luco's was recorded twice, summer 1965 and spring.

NEITHER DOES OLD SPICE STICK DEODORANT

Dries as it applies... in seconds. And stays dry! Gives you fast... comfortable... dependable deodorant protection.

SUN TON

---

LSC PRESENTS

Woo, Wipe, Wipe, Wipe a Bear-It Wipe the Bees-By a Deer-Be Wipe the Bees-By a Deer-Be

SATURDAY OCT. 12

FRIDAY, OCT. 21

26-100 7 & 9:30

MIT I.D. Required

50 cents

---

SUNDAY: THE BIG SLEEP

The Best of Bogart 10-250 8:00 I.D. Not Required

MONDAY, OCT. 24

SENATOR WAYNE MORSE will speak in Kresge on:

American Foreign Policy Around The World

8:00 P.M. Preference Given to MIT Community
We'll be on campus soon to talk about a new breed of engineering you can't get a degree in.

"RANGE PROFESSIONAL" It's a new discipline of our own creation...a blend of the many technologies required to support our nation's space and missile launches.

When a new grad joins Pan Am at the Eastern Test Range with a degree in electronic, electrical, mechanical, chemical, civil or industrial engineering, physics, or math... or even if he's an experienced specialist in telemetry, optics, hydraulics, radar, statistics, infrared, orbital mechanics, data handling, communications or what have you... he soon becomes proficient in many disciplines.

The multiple striking power of this all-around engineer goes a long way in explaining our success with planning, engineering, and directing operation of the Air Force's multi-million dollar instrumentation complex stretching from Cape Kennedy to the Indian Ocean... and why we're working ahead confidently for launches of MOL, Apollo, Voyager and a host of other sophisticated programs.

Find out more about your potential as a Range Professional when our team visits your campus. Arrange an appointment with your Placement Director now.

INTERVIEWS FOR BSEE'S Wednesday, Oct. 26

Or write for information to Manager of College Relations, Dept. 717 Guided Missiles Range Division, Pan American World Airways, Inc., 750 S. Orlando Avenue, Cocoa Beach, Florida. An Equal Opportunity Employer.

GUIDED MISSILES RANGE DIVISION PAN AMERICAN WORLD AIRWAYS, INC.

CANOE RENTAL SOUTH BRIDGE BOAT HOUSE
Main St. (Rte. 62)
Concord, Mass. — EM 9-9428
Hours: Daily (except Monday) 9:00 A.M. to dusk
Open April 1 through Nov. 30
Also Boats and Boats with Motors available
BRING THIS AD AND RECEIVE 10% DISCOUNT

New England Telephone
Part of the Nationwide Bell System

ALL CAMBRIDGE and SOMERVILLE TELEPHONE CUSTOMERS (using both regular and coin phones) CAN NOW DIAL ALMOST ALL TYPES OF LONG DISTANCE CALLS including Person-to-Person, Collect, and Credit Card calls.

It's simplicity itself.
For Person-to-Person, Collect or Credit Card calls, you just dial zero (Operator) and wait. While the equipment is completing the call, an operator will come on the line briefly to obtain any necessary special information. Charges for these calls will be computed automatically by electronic equipment. Remember, there is no change in the method of dialing Station-to-Station long distance calls.

This new service is now being introduced in New England Telephone Offices on a progressive basis. Expanded Long Distance Dialing is another one of your Telephone Company's continuing efforts to provide you with the best telephone service in the world.
Chapman College's floating campus. This time bound for the Panama Canal, Venezuela, Brazil, Argentina, Nigeria, Senegal, Morocco, this student went ahead to inspect Hatshepsut's Tomb in the Valley of the Kings near Luxor, he used to complete an assignment for his Comparative World Cultures professor.

As you read this, 450 other students have begun the fall semester voyage of discovery with Chapman aboard the s.s. Ryndam, for which Holland-America Line acts as General Passenger Agent.
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Don had his pick of jobs but he chose Photocircuits. For a good reason. Today he's Manager of Corporate Planning and Systems... quite a responsibility for a guy who's only 35 years old. But Don can handle it. That's why Photocircuits picked him for this key management position. For Don, it's paid off handsomely. Besides enjoying plenty of personal fulfillment and job satisfaction, Don gets a tremendous kick out of changing the State-of-the-Art into the state of being. So will you.

By the way, Photocircuits is one of the world's largest independent manufacturers of printed circuits. We also make printed armature motors and data processing equipment. All three are exciting, fast-growing fields. More important, Photocircuits itself is growing fast. We've expanded our plant seven times and our annual sales are increasing at the rate of 35%. We're growing -- but not so big or so fast that you'll feel lost in the shuffle -- or wind up in dead-endsville -- or be known by a number instead of a name.

If you've got what it takes to join Photocircuits, we promise you all the RECOGNITION, GROWTH and SATISFACTION you're capable of attaining.

We need more men like Don Fischer. If you're an EE, ME, Ch E, IE, Mgt E, Chemist, BBA, Accountant, up to PhD, level see us on campus.

October 24
Mistakes don't show.

- I -- _ ___

Only Eaton makes Corrissable.

Creating secure communications systems and equipment requires an uncommon amount of ingenuity. There is no other organization like it... no other place of national significance.

For information about careers in mathematics at NSA, write to: Chief, College Relations Branch, Suite 10, 4435 Wisconsin Avenue, N. W., Washington, D. C. 20016. An equal opportunity employer, M & F. 436-1222

The "Cipher Disk"... a NSA symbol and one of the oldest and most effective cryptographic devices known.

A hockey team made up of people associated with MIT has been playing in the E Division of the Boston Marykota Fall Hockey League. Last week, they won their final game of the season, 5-0, to take the Division title with no losses, and one tie. Their next game will be with BU November 3. The varsity soccer game with BU is scheduled for Wednesday, October 19, has been rescheduled for Monday, October 24.

Hockey Team Takes Title in Boston Fall League

Engineering, Mathematicians: Contribute to Technical Programs of National Significance

NSA's generous graduate study program permits you to pursue your own interests in fields of your choice. The Agency also encourages participation in professional associations and assists you to attend national meetings, seminars, and conferences.

Located between Washington and Baltimore, NSA is also near the Chesapeake Bay, ocean beaches and other summer and winter recreation areas. The location provides your choice of city, suburban or country living.

Starting salaries, depending on education and experience, range from $7,729 to $12,873. Check now with your Placement Office to arrange an interview with the NSA representative visiting your campus, or write to: Chief, College Relations Branch, Suite 10, 4435 Wisconsin Avenue, N. W., Washington, D. C. 20016. An equal opportunity employer, M & F.

Relax and Divert

Pocket Billiards

"Great for a Date"

Worried about the Draft?

1001 Ways to Beat the Draft

1001 Ways to Beat the Draft

$3.00 plus 75c for postage and handling

3 copies for $3.00

Cover Layton Press

Box 199, Center St., New York, N.Y. 10003
Title game set for noon Saturday

Betts and Jim Corrner '70 pass beyond the outstretched arms of Ted Van Weel '70 for the first big touchdown play in Saturday's football game between Schramm and Corrner Saturday.

The benchwarmer

Basketball practice opens with 7 lettermen returning

By Tom Thomas

Coach Jack Barry greeted basketball hopefuls Monday at Rockwell Gym. This was the only time during the year's starting five and retaining 1 letterman, Barry can ask only when this year's annual questionnaire goes out. Opponents Bob Haefeli will be available for the first game with Trinity December 1. The 6'11" pivotmen set out the last two years with 19.6 points per game and was the leading rebounder for the first ten games.

The Engineers wound up with an 18-8 record last year and posted a 14-12 mark in Europe this summer. Chance looks good for a regional tournament berth for coach Barry's current edition.

DuPont gym opens

The interior renovation of the former South Gymnasium has been completed. The multipurpose athletic facility features three full basketball courts and can handle four volleyball, two tennis, and several badminton courts. The basketball goalposts have been eliminated andilluminated by the intramurals, physical education, club and intercollegiate programs at Tech.

Freshmen, S-0

MIT's cross country duo of Stan Korshak '67 and Ben Wilson '70 will lead the Engineers' varsity and fresh splash. Last year's outstanding freshman athlete, Korshak has two firsts and one second in his credit on his first year on varsity.

Wilson has led the engineer yearlings to a 9-0 record thus far. He has lost only once this fall. The rest of the lineup has given him strong support. Arthur LaDemo, Darin Duvall, Larry Peters, Larry Ludwig, and Jim Leary have all contributed to the season.

Harriers split in triangular

By Jim Yankaskas

The cross country triangular second in a three-way meet with Springfield and St. John's Tuesday. The Engineers defeated both BC, but were turned beaten by the St. John's team. Final score was 41-24.

The Engineers could not hold their two firsts, and were unable to gain any points in the last one on varsity.

The fielding

The Engineers defeated both BC, but were turned beaten by the St. John's team. Final score was 41-24.

The general improvement of the younger team is quite evident. The Engineers have turned the tables on the St. John's team. The Engineers could not hold their two firsts, and were unable to gain any points in the last one on varsity.

IM Wrestling Tournament features Olympic freestyle

By Herb Flugel

IM wrestling\r

S-0\r

Swampscott 25, Dartmouth 48, and BC 66.

S-0

Frank Manning scored Tech's 3 point field goal late in the first period, and the Engineers outscored the Engineers 19-11 for the second half.

Fresher basketball

Tryouts for freshmen bas- ketball team started Wednesday, October 26 at 5 pm in the duPont Gymnasium.

Anyone interested could bring his own equipment, including two pairs of socks.

Frosh sports

"UP" goes on a 7-0 run in the first half of this basketball game, the Engineers could not hold their two firsts, and were unable to gain any points in the last one on varsity.
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